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Abstract: Cancer is one of the most catastrophic human genetic diseases. Experimental animal cancer models 
are essential for gaining insights into the complex interactions of different cells and genes in tumor initiation, 
promotion, and progression. Mouse models have been extensively used to analyze the genetic basis of cancer 
susceptibility. They have led to the identification of multiple loci that confer, either alone or in specific combinations, 
an increased susceptibility to cancer, some of which have direct translatability to human cancer. Additionally, wild-
derived inbred mouse strains are an advantageous reservoir of novel genetic polymorphisms of cancer susceptibility 
genes, because of the evolutionary divergence between wild and classical inbred strains. Here, we review mapped 
Stmm (skin tumor modifier of MSM) loci using a Japanese wild-derived inbred mouse strain, MSM/Ms, and describe 
recent advances in our knowledge of the genes responsible for Stmm loci in the 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene 
(DMBA)/12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA) two-stage skin carcinogenesis model.
Key words: 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene (DMBA)/12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA) two-stage skin 
carcinogenesis, MSM/Ms, skin tumor susceptibility gene, Stmm loci, wild-derived inbred mouse strain

Introduction

Identifying specific genetic variants responsible for 
increased susceptibility to familial or sporadic cancers 
has significant implications for predicting individual 
cancer risk and developing strategies for prevention or 
targeted therapy [1, 2]. Mouse models of cancer have 
been extensively used to analyze the genetic basis of 
cancer susceptibility and have led to the identification of 
multiple loci that confer, either alone or in specific com-
binations, an increased susceptibility to cancer [3–8].

One of the most commonly used experimental inflam-
matory cancer models is the DMBA/TPA two-stage skin 
carcinogenesis model. The pathology of this model is 
almost identical to that of human skin cancer, and it 
offers an ideal model to research skin cancer initiation 
and growth [9, 10]. The first step is to treat mice with a 

low dose of the mutagenic substance 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)
anthracene (DMBA) to initiate carcinogenesis. In the 
second step, mice are continuously treated with 12-O- 
tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA) to stimulate 
epidermal tumor growth. During tumor promotion, pap-
illomas are thought to be caused by an inflammatory 
response owing to additional TPA treatment. After long-
term treatment (approximately 20 weeks), some benign 
tumors (papillomas) progressed to squamous cell carci-
noma (SCC; Fig. 1). The role of various genes and cel-
lular signaling pathways involved in developing skin 
tumors can be investigated in this two-stage skin carci-
nogenesis model by using a genetically engineered 
mouse model [10]. Genetically modified mice have been 
used to analyze various genes (i.e., oncogenic transcrip-
tion factors, constitutive centromere-related network 
proteins) [11–15].
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Inbred strains recently obtained from wild-derived 
mice are often more resistant to carcinogens and some 
pathogens than commonly used inbred strains. Compared 
with classical inbred strains, wild-derived mice show 
genetic polymorphisms every 100–200 base pairs in the 
genome [16]. Investigating the molecular basis of these 
traits provides insights into how polymorphisms con-
tribute to cancer susceptibility. Most wild-derived strains 
reproduce with classic inbred mice, representing a rich 
source of evolutionarily significant diversity for forward 
genetics studies [16, 17]. Although still mostly unex-
plored, these mice are the new models for identifying 

and studying novel cancer susceptibility genes. In addi-
tion, these models can be combined with the latest in-
novations in next-generation sequencing and genome 
editing technologies to study single nucleotide polymor-
phism (SNP) levels in cancer susceptibility genes.

Here, we review mapped Stmm (skin tumor modifier 
of MSM) loci using a Japanese wild-derived inbred 
mouse strain, MSM/Ms, and describe recent advances 
in our knowledge of the genes responsible for Stmm loci 
in the DMBA/TPA two-stage skin carcinogenesis mod-
el.

Fig. 1. 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene (DMBA)/12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA) two-stage skin 
carcinogenesis. (A) Topical application of the mutagenic substance DMBA at the start induces mutations 
in epidermal stem cell target genes. Repeated topical application of TPA begins two weeks after initiation 
and continues up to 20 weeks. Papillomas to develop after about eight weeks of promotion, and some tumors 
begin to transition to squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) after about 20 weeks. (B) Representative photographs 
of normal skin, hyperplastic skin, papilloma, and SCC of the dorsal back are shown. The blue arrowhead 
indicates an SCC. Yellow arrowheads indicate metastatic carcinomas. (C) Lower panels show immunohis-
tochemistry-stained sections in developing chemical-induced skin tumors. Green signals indicate keratin 
14 (epidermal cell marker). Blue signals indicate nuclei. Scale bar=100 µm.
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Mapping of Stmm Loci Using a Forward 
Genetics Approach

The tumor susceptibility of the DMBA/TPA two-stage 
skin carcinogenesis model varies among mouse strains, 
and a genetic approach has been employed to identify 
genes related to tumor susceptibility [18, 19]. using the 
genetic approach, several skin tumor-susceptibility loci 
were identified using commonly inbred strains or wild-
derived strains [20–30], some of which have clear trans-
latability to human cancer susceptibility [31–33]. there-
fore, the DMBA/TPA skin carcinogenesis model is a 
useful model for identifying modifier genes.

The MSM/Ms mouse strain was generated in Mishima, 
Shizuoka, Japan, from wild-caught mice of the Mus 
musculus molossinus subspecies [34]. breeding for the 
MSM/Ms strain began in 1978, after six mice were do-
nated to the Cytogenetics Department of the National 
Institute of Genetics. After repeated sister-brother mating 
for the past 40 years, inbreeding has reached generation 
N100, and these mice are now recognized as an inbred 
mouse strain like other commonly inbred mouse strains. 
Due to its genetic divergence from standard inbred 
mouse strains mainly established from M. m. domesticus, 
MSM/Ms has been broadly used in linkage studies, 
mainly in Japan. The MSM/Ms strain is also useful as a 
genetic resource, with complete genome sequence infor-
mation (https://molossinus.brc.riken.jp/mogplus/#JF1) 
[35, 36], a full set of mouse consomic strains (MSM/Ms 
as the chromosome donor and C57BL/6J as the host 
strain) [37], a BAC clone library (https://dna.brc.riken.
jp/en/cloneeseten/msm_bac_en) [38], a microsatellite 
database (https://shigen.nig.ac.jp/mouse/mmdbj/top.jsp) 
[39], and ES cells [40, 41] now available. In addition, 
MSM/Ms mice have a very low incidence of develop-
ment of several types of tumors [42–45], age-dependent 
hearing loss [46–50], and unique behavioral traits such 
as a very high locomotor activity [51–56], compared 
with classical inbred mice.

We first investigated DMBA/TPA skin carcinogenesis 
using MSM/Ms and FVB/N mice as susceptible strains. 
In these experiments, MSM/Ms and (FVB/N × MSM/
Ms) F1 mice showed strong resistance to skin carcino-
genesis, and their phenotype was dominant [57]. there-
fore, in order to identify the tumor susceptibility modi-
fier gene, we used the following protocol. 1) Using p53 
tumor suppressor gene knockout mice, we created F1 
backcross mouse groups of p53 wild-type (p53+/+) and 
heterozygous knockout mice (p53+/–). We also investi-
gated the dependence of the loci on the p53 gene. 2) We 
made linkage analysis possible at each stage of carcino-
genesis by measuring the diameters of all developing 

tumors over time. Combining these improvements, 228 
F1 backcross mice (121 with the p53+/+ background and 
107 with the p53+/– background) were subjected to the 
DMBA/TPA chemical carcinogenesis protocol (Fig. 2). 
The number of papillomas at 20 weeks and the presence 
of carcinoma at 40 weeks were recorded in each mouse. 
Additionally, papillomas were further categorized into 
three groups based on size (<2 mm, 2–6 mm, and >6 mm 
in diameter; Fig. 2). All mice were genotyped using 107 
SNP markers distributed evenly throughout the genome.

In a population of 228 F1 backcross mice, highly sig-
nificant QTLs for papilloma development with a maxi-
mum LOD score of 7.0 were mapped to chromosomes 
7 and 4. A suggestive QTL for carcinoma development 
was mapped to chromosome 5. We conducted linkage 
analysis for each of the three categories of tumors, which 
were specified based on tumor diameter. As a result of 
linkage analysis, Stmm1 and Stmm2 were mapped around 
50 cM of chromosome 7 as resistance loci for early and 
mid-stage papillomas (diameter <2 mm, 2–6 mm). We 
succeeded in mapping Stmm3 as resistance to late-stage 
papillomas (>6 mm) locus around 40 cM on chromosome 
4. Notably, Stmm3 was not detected by linkage analysis 
of the F1 group of p53+/–, suggesting that the gene re-
sponsible for Stmm3 is strongly dependent on the p53 
gene. We succeeded in mapping Stmm1-Stmm12 on 
mouse chromosomes, including the less effective loci 
(Table 1). Previously identified cancer susceptibility loci, 
including other types of cancer, are also present in these 
candidate regions (Table 1). Further studies will be nec-
essary to narrow down the candidate regions, by combin-
ing this information with human GWAS data and con-
genic mapping.

Refinement of Candidate Regions for 
Stmm Loci by Congenic Mapping

On the other hand, for Stmm1a/b and Stmm3, multiple 
congenic mouse strains were prepared, and mapping was 
performed to narrow down the candidate regions [58, 
59]. We screened stage-specific papilloma modifier loci 
based on size (Table 1). Stmm1 and Stmm2 were identi-
fied on chromosome 7 as modifier loci conferring resis-
tance to smaller-sized papillomas. Nagase et al. mapped 
the loci of Skts1 and Skts2 loci, which had previously 
been identified using a wild-derived inbred mouse strain, 
Mus spretus [25, 26]. Congenic analysis narrowed down 
the candidate genetic region of Skts1 to approximately 
15 Mb, which is proximal to Igf1r [70].

Stmm2, identified near Skts2 and Hras on chromosome 
7, has the same effect on the allelic specificity of the 
Hras mutation as Skts2, suggesting that the same gene 
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may be responsible for Skts2 and Stmm2 [58]. Skin car-
cinogenesis experiments using congenic mice with Skts2 
have not yet been reported; data presented in our report 
suggest that Stmm2 and Skts2 genes may have a rela-
tively mild effect on papilloma multiplicity compared 
with Stmm1 [58].

As previously shown, the vicinity of the Stmm3 can-
didate region contains several tumor modifier loci, in-
cluding Skts7 and Skts-fp1, mapped for chemically in-
duced skin papilloma susceptibility by analysis of an 

NIH and Mus spretus cross and an FVB/N and PWK 
cross, respectively [23, 25] (Table 1). PWK, Mus spretus, 
and MSM/Ms are wild-derived inbred strains that share 
common haplotypes. A gene common to Stmm3 might 
be involved in the susceptibility of these two strains 
through mating.

Eventually, Stmm1 on chromosome 7 was subdivided 
into Stmm1a (about 0.24 Mb) [unpublished data] and 
Stmm1b (about 4.7 Mb) [59]. in the case of Stmm3 on 
chromosome 4, the candidate region was narrowed down 

Fig. 2. Investigation of the Stmm loci by the forward genetics approach. (A) To identify genetic loci that control susceptibil-
ity to skin carcinogenesis, we subjected 228 FVB/N × (FVB/N × MSM/Ms) F1 backcross mice, 121 on a p53+/+ 
background and 107 on a p53+/– background, to the 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene (DMBA)/12-O-tetradecanoylphor-
bol-13-acetate (TPA) chemical carcinogenesis protocol. We monitored their tumor development for 40 weeks. For 
each mouse, we documented the number of papillomas at 20 weeks after initiation as well as the presence of carci-
nomas at 40 weeks. In addition, papillomas were further categorized into three groups based on size (<2 mm, 2–6 
mm and >6 mm in diameter). (B) A schematic drawing of suppressive functions of Stmm loci in the development of 
a chemically induced skin tumor. Stmm1a is the most effective and is involved in resistance to early-stage papilloma 
genesis. Stmm1b affects papilloma formation from early to late stages, and Stmm3 is involved in p53 gene-dependent 
resistance to the malignant transformation from late-stage papillomas to squamous cell carcinomas (SCCs).
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to approximately 4.8 Mb by congenic mapping [61, 62]. 
As a result of an in silico search for a gene that is func-
tionally dependent on the p53 gene of Stmm3, Cdkn2a 
was extracted. The two tumor suppressor genes p19Arf 
and p16Ink4a are encoded by Cdkn2a through the sharing 
of exons, and both proteins have amino acid substitutions 
in one polymorphism between FVB/N and MSM/Ms. 
Based on these results, the most promising candidate 
gene for Stmm3 was considered to be Cdkn2a.

On the other hand, there are 15 protein-encoding genes 
in Stmm1a, and their details are still under investigation. 
There were 28 protein-encoding genes in Stmm1b. Pth 
(parathyroid hormone) was extracted as a gene with an 
amino acid substitution between FVB/N and MSM/Ms. 
Therefore, we focused on Pth as one of the candidate 
genes for Stmm1b.

Stmm1b: Parathyroid Hormone is a 
Novel Regulator of Early-stage Skin 
Carcinogenesis

PTH is a peptide hormone that, along with vitamin D, 
is essential for calcium homeostasis in the body [71, 72]. 
It is well known that the skin acts as a neuroendocrine 
organ. Almost all the elements controlling the hypothal-
amus-pituitary-adrenal axis activity are expressed in the 
skin, as previously described in detail [73]. PTH and 
PTH-related peptide (PTHrP) also influence the prolif-
eration and differentiation of epidermal cells [74–77] via 
paracrine and intracrine routes [78], but the role of PTH 
in skin carcinogenesis is poorly understood. Surpris-
ingly, a comparison of serum intact PTH (iPTH) between 
the two mouse strains showed that MSM/Ms had sig-

nificantly higher iPTH levels than FVB/N (5–10 times 
higher), while there was no difference in calcium and 
vitamin D levels [59]. Furthermore, the amount of iPTH 
in serum was approximately twice as high in Stmm1b 
sub-congenic mice compared with control mice [59].

According to a report by Kalu and Hardin, the basal 
circulating PTH level in sera is higher in rodents than in 
humans. Besides, there are differences between rodent 
strains, with the rat F344 strain having the highest PTH 
levels and the Wistar and Sprague Dawley rats having 
low PTH levels [79]. Therefore, differences in serum 
PTH levels, such as those seen between MSM/Ms and 
FVB/N, are also observed between and within species.

Next, a highly PTH-expressing PthmSm-Tg was pre-
pared by introducing an MSM/Ms-BAC clone containing 
a Pth genetic region into FVB/N mice, and we then car-
ried out a skin carcinogenesis experiment. The results 
showed that PthmSm-Tg was resistant to skin carcino-
genesis. In addition, based on the results of carcinogen-
esis experiments using Pth heterozygous knockout mice 
(Pth+/–), it was clarified that mice with low iPTH levels 
were susceptible to skin carcinogenesis, and it was pos-
sible to show for the first time that PTH is a skin cancer 
modifier (Fig. 3) [59].

We then detected a well-conserved Val/Met polymor-
phism (rs51104087) in the Pro-PTH region (amino acid 
position 28) of the mouse Pth gene, between FVB/N 
(i.e., valine) and MSM/Ms (i.e., methionine). The Pro-
PTH sequence is conserved in mammals and is essential 
for the signal peptide sequence in vitro [80] and in vivo 
[81]. Based on a MoG+ database search, this cSNP in 
Pth exon 1 was found only in wild-derived strains and 
was well conserved in musculus subspecies (Table 2).

Table 1. Genetic candidate regions of Stmm loci and other cancer susceptibility loci in the vicinity

Locus 
name

Chromo-
some No. 

Genetic marker rs No. Candidate region# (bp) tumor category Effect of p53

Other cancer 
susceptibility 
QTLs in the 

visinity

references

Stmm1a 7 D7Mit351–D7Mit149 – 96,776,254–99,188,960 Early papilloma independent - [57], Okumura 
et al. (Unpab-
lished data)

Stmm1b 7 D7Mit53–D7Mit253 – 110,583,818–115,356,689 Early-middle papilloma independent - [57-59]
Stmm2 7 D7Mit255–D7Mit259 – 124,705,587–144,566,894 Early-middle papilloma independent Skts2 [25, 26, 57, 58]
Stmm3 4 D4Mit26–D4Mit166 – 88,535,066–93,366,888 Late papilloma, SCC Dependent Skts7,  

Skts-fp1
[22, 25, 57, 

60, 61]
Stmm4 6 D6SNP511–D6SNP511512 rs30149679–rs38226370 55,547,013–108,360,689 Middle papilloma independent Skts11 [25, 57]
Stmm5 5 D5SNP12–D5SNP6 rs13478361–rs3023057 83,810,839–126,154,436 Middle-late papilloma, 

SCC
Dependent Hcs5,  

Thyls2
[57, 62, 63]

Stmm6 3 D3SNP519* rs46831546 45,778,132 ± 10,000,000 Middle papilloma Unknown - [57]
Stmm7 3 D3SNP504* rs30553837 111,903,098 ± 20,000,000 Middle papilloma Unknown Raml2 [57, 64]
Stmm8 12 D12SNP12* rs3682985 70,353,327 ± 20,000,000 Middle papilloma Unknown Par3 [57, 65]
Stmm9 13 D13SNP12* rs3698421 71,839,279 ± 20,000,000 Middle papilloma Unknown Pas10 [57, 66]
Stmm10 17 D17SNP19–D17SNP510 rs3705342–N.D. 68,392,183–94,100,159 Middle papilloma Unknown Skts10 [25, 57]
Stmm11 11 D11SNP8* rs3023316 117,028,591 ± 15,000,000 Middle-late papilloma, 

SCC
Unknown Par1 [57, 67, 68]

Stmm12 1 D1SNP11–D1SNP512 rs3688428–rs38697954 4,137,358–32,741,433 Early papilloma Unknown Lscc1 [57, 69]

Early papilloma, tumor diameter of <2 mm; middle papilloma, tumor diameter of 2–6 mm; late papilloma, tumor diameter of >6 mm; SCC, squamous cell carcinoma; N.D., not de-
tected. *Linkage peak. #Candidate regions are based on MGI data.
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We hypothesized that the cSNP in Pro-PTH could 
influence protein posttranslational modifications and 
increase secreted PTH levels. Nascent PTH is translated 
as a pre-pro protein. Thus, analysis of the effect of this 
SNP in in vitro experiments confirmed that the intracel-
lular stability of PTH was improved, and the amount of 
extracellular secretion was increased [59]. It was also 
shown that secreted PTH acts to suppress skin cancer by 

inducing the suppression of epidermal cell proliferation, 
an increase in intracellular calcium, and accompanying 
cell pro-differentiation, in a quantity-dependent manner 
(Fig. 3) [59].

These results showed that Pth accounts, at least in 
part, for the effects attributed to Stmm1b. Our data dem-
onstrating the association between high serum PTH 
levels and skin tumor suppression in a two-stage skin 

Fig. 3. A proposed model of the skin carcinogenesis-suppressing effect of circulating parathyroid hormone. (A) 
From the results of 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene (DMBA)/12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA) 
skin carcinogenesis experiments using genetically modified mice of PTH, FVB/N and MSM/Ms, it was 
clear that mice with high serum intact PTH levels are less susceptible to skin carcinogenesis. (B) 1. PTH is 
secreted from the parathyroid glands and acts on skin tissue via the endocrine routes. 2. PTH raises intracel-
lular calcium in epidermal cells via Pth/Pthrp receptors. 3. Epidermal cells with elevated intracellular cal-
cium promote differentiation and suppression of cell proliferation. 4. As a result, a high concentration of 
serum intact PTH leads to resistance to chemically induced skin carcinogenesis in MSM/Ms.

Table 2. Variant table for Pth and p19Arf in wild-derived strain mice

wild-derived strains Subspecies Pth_rs51104087 PTH_amino acid 28 Cdkn2a_rs218801173 p19Arf_amino acid 149

CAST/EiJ castaneus G Val G Val
HMI/Ms castaneus G Val G Val
WSB/EiJ domesticus G Val C Leu
BFM/2/Ms domesticus G Val C Leu
PGN2/Ms domesticus G Val C Leu
MOLF/EiJ molossinus G Val G Val
JF1/Ms molossinus G Val G Val
MSM/Ms molossinus a met G Val
CHD/Ms musculus G Val G Val
PWK/PhJ musculus a met G Val
KJR/Ms musculus a met G Val
SWN/Ms musculus a met G Val
NJL/Ms musculus a met G Val
BLG2/Ms musculus a met G Val

Sequence data from MoG+.
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carcinogenesis model, underscore the potential thera-
peutic effect of using PTH or PTH analogs in skin cancer 
prevention and treatment.

Stmm3: Cdkn2a/p19Arf Confers 
Resistance to Late-stage Papillomas 
and SCC by Activating the p53 Pathway

In our previous report, we demonstrated a genome-
wide significant linkage at Stmm3 on chromosome 4. 
However, this linkage peak at Stmm3 completely disap-

peared in p53+/– mice. We concluded that corresponding 
genes for Stmm3 are genetically dependent on p53 [57, 
61]. Next, we generated p53+/– and p53+/+ sub-congenic 
mouse lines for Stmm3. These mice were exposed to 
two-stages of skin carcinogenesis using DMBA/TPA 
[62]. The skin carcinogenesis experiments revealed that 
both p53+/–-Stmm3FVB/FVB and p53+/–-Stmm3FVB/MSM 
mice developed late-stage (larger than 6 mm in diameter) 
papillomas (Fig. 4A). In contrast, when we measured the 
size of papillomas in p53+/+ sub-congenic mice, only 
Stmm3FVB/FVB mice developed late-stage papillomas 

Fig. 4. p19ArfmSm more efficiently induces the transcriptional activity of p53 compared with p19ArfFVB. (A) Representative 
dorsal back skin photographs of p53+/+ or p53+/−-Stmm3FVB/FVB (Stmm3F/F) and Stmm3FVB/MSM (Stmm3F/M) con-
genic mice at 20 weeks after 7,12-dimethylbenz (a) anthracene (DMBA)/12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate 
(TPA) initiation. (B) This figure shows the molecular mechanism behind the suppressive effect of p19ArfmSm in 
late-stage papillomas. We noted that p19arfmSm was preferentially localized in the nucleus after TPA treatment. 
in contrast, p19ArfFVB was preferentially localized in the cytoplasm. p19arf mediates p53 transactivation in the 
nucleus by stabilizing p53 protein through inactivation of Mdm2 protein. In addition, the nuclear localization of 
p19arf is necessary for this transactivation function. Eventually, p19arfmSm led to an increase in p53 stabilization 
and activated the p53 pathway. Therefore, we conclude that one of the responsible genes for Stmm3 is p19Arf.
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(Fig. 4A). Therefore, the Stmm3 region exerted more 
potent suppressive effects on papillomas in the presence 
of two copies of p53, indicating that the effects of Stmm3 
are dependent on the p53 gene [62].

Based on congenic mapping results, we focused on 
p53-related Cdkn2a as a candidate factor for Stmm3 [61]. 
Two tumor suppressor genes, p19Arf and p16Ink4a, are 
encoded by Cdkn2a through the sharing of exons. There-
fore, each gene knockout mouse was prepared by genome 
editing with CRISPR/Cas9 using ES cells of MSM/Ms 
[62]. Furthermore, by mating these mice with FVB/N, 
MSM/Ms allele knockout mice with an F1 genetic back-
ground were produced, and two-stage skin carcinogen-
esis experiments were performed. The results revealed 
p19Arf to be the most promising candidate gene for 
Stmm3, as only MSM/Ms allele KO mice with p19Arf 
showed significant increases in the number of late-stage 
benign tumors, the incidence of malignant tumors, and 
prolongation of mouse survival [62].

No significant difference was observed between the 
p19Arf RNA expression levels and the p19arf protein lev-
els between cutaneous tissues of the two mouse strains. 
On the other hand, the responsible SNP (rs218801173) 
between MSM/Ms (valine) and FVB/N (leucine) was 
localized in the C-terminal domain of p19arf. in addition, 
this SNP was not found in most inbred and wild-derived 
mice belonging to M. m. domesticus and was widely 
conserved in wild-derived mice not belonging to M. m. 
domesticus subspecies, including MSM/Ms (Table 2).

In cell localization experiments, deletion mutants lack-
ing the C-terminal domain were wholly localized in the 
cytoplasm without entering the nucleus. Arf has been 
reported to be degraded, at least in part, by the protea-
some in the cytoplasm [82, 83]. Thus, the C-terminal 
domain of p19arf may localize proteins in the nucleus to 
avoid degradation. However, human p14ARF lacks this 
C-terminal region [84, 85]. Therefore, the biological 
importance of the C-terminal region may be overlooked.

When the SNP was introduced into 3T3 cells by ret-
roviral transfection, it was found that stimulation of TPA 
resulted in a change in p19arf localization and that the 
MSM/MS allele would likely be localized in the nucle-
us (Fig. 4B). p19arf stabilizes p53 protein by inactivating 
Mdm2 protein and mediating p53 transactivation [86]. 
In addition, the nuclear localization of p19arf is necessary 
for this transactivation function [87, 88] (Fig. 4B). 
Therefore, we quantified the amount of p53 protein and 
the expression level of downstream factors (such as p21, 
Bax, and Noxa) in mouse skin. The results showed that 
mice carrying the MSM/Ms allele had higher p53 protein 
levels and elevated levels of downstream factor mRNA 
expression (Fig. 4B) [62].

We also revealed two SNPs of CDKN2A associated 
with breast cancer incidence in the Japanese cancer 
population. An SNP (rs36228836) in linkage disequilib-
rium with one of the two SNPs, was predicted by in 
silico analysis to affect transcription factor binding. This 
result suggests that rs36228836 influences breast cancer 
risk via transcriptional regulation. In recent years, SNPs 
near the CDKN2A/B locus on chromosome 9q21.3 have 
been linked to the risk of various human cancers and 
metabolic disorders [89].

We demonstrated that genetic polymorphisms in Cd-
kn2a and CDKN2A affect cancer risk. Therefore, we 
conclude that one of the genes responsible for Stmm3 is 
p19Arf. We have shown that linkage analysis using a 
mouse model can be translated to humans for identifica-
tion of cancer susceptibility alleles and thus development 
of targeted therapies.

Concluding Remarks and Future 
Perspective

This review focused on the cancer susceptibility/re-
sistance of a Japanese wild-derived inbred mouse strain, 
MSM/Ms, and attempted to identify the genetic modi-
fiers. Forward genetics approaches have revealed that 
multiple genetic factors act on the two-stage process of 
skin carcinogenesis. In particular, it was shown that 
Stmm1a/b is involved in the development of early and 
mid-stage papillomas and that Stmm3 functions in a p53-
dependent manner in late-stage papillomas to SCCs.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first to report 
that PTH, one of the genes responsible for Stmm1b, is 
involved in skin carcinogenesis. Additionally, the cSNP 
responsible for increased iPTH in sera may be derived 
from the M. m. musculus subspecies (Table 2). In the 
future, it will be essential to measure iPTH levels in some 
wild-derived mouse strains to determine their associa-
tions with a variety of diseases, including cancer. It is 
also necessary to clarify why MSM/Ms mice can main-
tain normal calcium and vitamin D levels despite high 
serum iPTH. Moreover, we are currently investigating 
associations with the incidences of several cancers as 
well as data for SNPs around PTH locus data in human 
cancer patients. In conjunction with this, we are verify-
ing findings with mouse models other than skin carcino-
genesis models using Pth knockout mice.

On the other hand, the SNP in the rodent-specific C-
terminal region of p19Arf, the gene we identified as being 
responsible for Stmm3, is a domain that has not been 
investigated in detail because it does not exist in humans. 
However, our research suggests that this domain is es-
sential for the nuclear localization of p19arf, which may 
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shed light on the evolutionary properties and unknown 
functions of p19arf in other mammals. Further research 
is needed in the future. We are currently analyzing the 
gene responsible for Stmm1a, which has the most potent 
resistance effect, and we believe that identification of it 
will provide valuable insights into the cancer resistance 
in MSM/Ms.

In future studies, it will be essential to analyze human 
cancer susceptibility genes and polymorphisms by utiliz-
ing this information and integrating it with information 
from human GWAS. In addition, wild-derived inbred 
mice exhibit phenotypes different from those of classical 
strained mice for various genetic diseases [16, 90–92]. 
We are currently screening resistant candidate SNPs 
from haplotype analysis of wild-derived strain of mice 
based on Stmm candidate region information using a 
bioinformatics approach. We plan to introduce these 
candidate SNPs directly into susceptible inbred mice by 
CRISPR/Cas9 to perform carcinogenesis experiments 
and single-cell RNA sequencing. In the future, further 
technological innovations in areas such as sequencing 
and genome editing will clarify the cause of genetic 
diseases at the individual level, and it is thought that 
wild-derived inbred mouse strains will become an in-
creasingly important and valuable genetic resource.
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